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Submission hearing 6th of August- presented by Diana 
Track, RD 2, Katikati 3178, phone 07 549 2383, email Ste i 

Submission notes: 

Tabled Document 
Meeting No. PP14 

Date: 6 August 2018 
Submission No.: 83 and 84 

Name: Diana Stein 

The harbour has a shoreline length of about 27 4 km (Bay of Plenty Catchment Board , 1989) and is 
relatively shallow in most parts with ,about 12,140 ha (62% of the lagoon) exposed at low tide. The two 
entrances to the harbour are near Mount Maunganui (the main entrance) and Bowentown (the Katikati 
entrance) (Beca,et al. , 1986). 

According to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2012 horses are permitted in the following 
areas inside the harbour: 

• Waihi Beach/Athenree Estuary - approx. 3km of riding along the shoreline 
• Tuapiro - approx. 2km of riding along the shoreline 
• Pahoia Domain -only beach access, no riding along the shoreline (only at low tide and dangerous 

due to mud and quick sand) 
• Matahui Road - only beach access for harbour crossing to Matakana no riding along the shoreline 

(only at low tide and dangerous due to mud and quick sand) 

Horse riding in the harbour is currently permitted on a total of just Skm (or 1.8%) out of 274km of 
shoreline! 

Other beach accesses: 

• Waihi Beach - approx. 3km of beach ONLY during low season (not during summer) 
• Rogers Road- this is a 90 minutes drive from Katikati! 

There are healthy Kaimoana beds 1OOm off the shoreline at Kauri Point -only 5 minutes from 

Tuapiro. +>u.Jhnq, ·f?v·~~ ilrdo ~fY::-~._1-j~ I ~c cq;e:J, ,. ..,:)cd Q hs+ d 
Causes of pollution in the harbour include: ~ 01 o:J '-A..IU'-"' 

• Sediment runoff due to urbanisation (Bay of Plenty is one of the fastest growing areas in NZ) has 
destroyed parts of some of the harbour's saltmarsh wetlands 

• Discharges from horticultural and agricultural activities (herbicides, effluent, septic tanks) 
• Industrial waste water discharges (eg. Claymark Sawmills Ltd. , Ballance Agri-Nutrients) and 

spillages from industrial plants 
• Tauranga City's sewage outfall discharges into the harbour near the Sulphur Point marina 
• The impact of Methyl bromide (killer of all organisms) used at Tauranga Port to fumigate containers 

and timber- banned in the EU (see report #1) 
• The impact of drenching the harbour for commercial shipping and use of chemicals (see letter #2) 
• Growing populations of introduced waterfowl , particularly Black Swan and Canada Goose and their 

impact on the harbour's water quality 
• The impact of dairy runoffs from dairy farms close to the harbour and alongside rivers and streams 

(Dairy farms on Matakana (iwi owned!) , in Katikati & Aongatete, etc.) 
• The impact of cattle grazing on the freshwater swamps, mangroves and saltmarsh areas is a major 

concern , as this has reduced and degraded these areas and severely impinged upon native flora 
and habitat values 

• In some areas, shore stabilisation works have affected freshwater ground flows and cut off areas of 
wetlands 

• Commercial fishing appears to have depleted local populations 
• Over-exploitation by recreational divers and gatherers of the various shellfish resources of the 

harbour has reduced shellfish stock considerably 
• Transport pollution in Tauranga is higher than main centres such as Auckland and Wellington on a 

per capita basis, a new report shows (2015/16). 
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From an envi ronmental point of view it is very unlikely the level of horse manure left behind at 
Tuapiro beach on a weekly basis would have any detrimental effect on the harbour- there are just 
not enough horses that frequent the beach for the manure to adversely affect the environment. 
The cla im that the horse manure is the reason why shellfish can't be collected by local Maori is 
confusing when no one has seen anyone collecting shellfish in the area for decades, and the 
majority of the time if you go down to the beach there is no horse manure anywhere. This has been 
confirmed by all of the people that signed the petition (that I collected ). 

Population increase puts more pressure on the environment 

Western BoP Tauranga City 

• in 1986 we had a population of 26,900 in 1986 we had a population of 55,000 
• in 2017 the population increased to 49,000 in 2017 the population increased to 138,000 

Places for recrational use provided by the Western BoP council: 

• Playgrounds 
• Skate parks 
• Bicycle trails 
• Rugby and soccer fields 
• Athletics grounds 
• Walking tracks 
• Boat ramps 
• Parks 
• Museums 
• Art Gallery 

All of these cost to council hundreds of thousands of$$$ to establ ish and upkeep - Tuapiro ONLY 
needs improved s ignage! 

Instead of f inger pointing and the potential exclus ion of one group of our community from Tuapiro, 
we should focus on 

• improved signage that leaves no room for second guessing about the location of the loop trail 
• signage that educates people about areas of significance to local lwi so offense in riding over burial 

sites and Kaimoana beds is prevented 

Why divide the community if we can work together to be able to respect and enjoy our land, our 
hobbies and our trad itions TOGETHER? , -t ) , , J. 

LkVj ~-~p r( if 1 ; 1 1'1 (' t ~CC: 1.0-J -
1 
OUJ cJ-t,L 

Feedback from the wider community during the submission process and the collection of the PLA.t:)ic 
petition signatures : rncc:J,i 

• 
• 
• 
• 

people love to see horses at the beach 
people disagree with argument of horses being an environmental threat 
people have never seen anyone collecting shellfish at Tuapiro for years 
clearly the majority of the Western BoP population doesn't want a change of the Bylaw 
(DEMOCRACY!! !) 

Alternative/additional options for horse riding 

- a lot of private farms and orchards are being closed off due to 

• new Health and Safety regulations 
• PSA 
• Mycoplasma bovis 

- TECT park (security issues, no cell phone coverage) 

rks -1-,-Js 

v~' ck-c;:Jr 
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- Katikati/Waihi Beach Draft Ward Reserve Management Plan includes provision for horse trails in 
the concept plan for Lund Rd forestry reserve 

• has this been approved by council yet? 
• very appreciated by the horse community as an alternative NOT substitute! !! 
• due to a total lack of infrastructure (trails and parking) this can not be used as is and is at least a 

couple of years away 
• due to the terrain this reserve will be only suitable to experienced riders 
• due to the terrain this reserve is not suitable to horses with health issues 

- Omokoroa to Tauranga Cycleway/Walkway - how can the horse riders be included in this project? 
Way not make it a Cycleway/Walkway/HorseTrail? 

- Te Puna Beach - horse riders lost access to this beach at the last bylaw review in 2012 

'l\'v.OWJA50¥1 T~ 
THE MORE AREAS WE HAVE TO RIDE THE LESS PRESSURE IS BEING PUT ON TUAPIRO. 

I would like council to assure guaranteed long-term access long term for 
horse riding at Tuapiro including safe rid ing with no intimidation and 
INDEPENDENT monitoring (if necessary). 

I would be happy to have commercial horse riding businesses banned from Tuapiro as I can see 
that 25+ horses at one time may leave a larger foot print. 

However, I think it is important to guarantee access for Pony Clubs as it is important to provide our 
children with safe places to ride and the opportunity for them to be educated about appropriate 
behaviour with horses at the beach and the nature and the bird & sea life there. 

I am happy to have individuals banned from the beach that repeatedly do not adhere to the rules . 

G~ma.ruf - ~i--~~--CJlQX~-~-- :'QI _____ ·t IK?JI: g_--K-~ 
~-c ~CSJI ~ o.JI ( Oaluus b;~5 0cl.J5) ,HvJf1-ti.Af)lc or .. ,. ~.-t 

~'-"""'-"'-" I·'T 0 ,- -....s .> r-.1 I t-(..f1ccis It 0-. 6::..::/Y)O-t IC, 0, '( (' 

~) , Re erence,!f!_hat:bour pollutio~- report #1 of:3fv<- r 
~ Ko.JM00-.1\Q bed~· ~ t~VeJS.G-N{~ rJ:.~~p~CCI ftorn I\..A:}5 

.o..ACP LA-Jd ~ovi~ ~&s ·~Ofvl -the_ o~ b-i~ ~\-j ba_glc ~ 
It's banned in other countries but New Zealand is using more toxic methyl 
bromide than ever 

Methy l bromide, an ozone deplet ing tox ic gas harmful to humans, is banned in many countries but New 
Zealand is us ing more than ever. In part one of a t hree-part investigation, Tony Wall speaks to 
people who've faced pressure to keep quiet about t he issue. 

Every few minutes, a logging truck rumbles through the gates at the Port of Tauranga. More logs arrive by train . 

The wharves at Mount Maunganui are covered in huge stacks- there are so many logs they've had to store them in a 
yard nearby. 

All this wood - 5.5 mill ion tonnes of timber went through the port last year- has brought jobs and industry to the area. 
It's also brought methyl bromide. Loads of it. 

The gas is an extremely effective killer of all organisms and is used in small quantities to fumigate imported fruit , 
vegetables and other products. But by far the biggest users are timber exporters . 
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In 2016 220 tonnes of the toxic, ozone-depleting gas was administered to logs at the Port of Tauranga to kil l 
insects prior to export. 

Another 250 tonnes was used at Northport near Whangarei and 70 tonnes at Napier Port- making New Zealand the 
world's fifth biggest user of methyl bromide and by far the biggest per capita. 

Our consumption of the fumigan t has rocketed from less than 100 tonnes in the early 2000s to around 600 tonnes 
today, mirroring a timber boom - log exports have tripled since 2008 and are now worth $2.7 billion. 

Matthew Carratu couldn't believe it when he took his young son Alex, who was recovering from cancer, sailing at the 
Tauranga Yacht Club at Sulphur Point and noticed container fumigations were happening just over the fence . 

"It was so close it was just ridiculous," Carratu , an osteopath, says. "I come from the UK where methyl bromide is 
banned. The fact that this 'pure, green , 100 per cent place' that we came to for a utopian experience does daft things 
like that is anathema." 

Aubrey Wil kinson , a crane operator at the port and spokesman for the Tauranga Moana Fumigant Action Group, 
which aims to have methyl bromide eliminated or at least contained to a purpose-built facility , says the community has 
been slow to react 

"I know down in Nelson there were huge campaigns and the community got behind it and battled the local council and 
the port 

"I don't think the community here was aware of what was happening over the fence, within the port It makes me angry 
and something needs to be done about it" 

DEADLINE LOOMS 

Methyl bromide was used for decades as a soil fumigant for crops like strawberries and potatoes but under 
the Montreal Protocol aimed at protecting the ozone layer, it had to be phased out for all but quarantine purposes 
by 2005. 

Countries are required to reduce its use and some, including those in the European Union, have banned it altogether. 

That's not such a big deal for countries that export processed timber which doesn't need treating. 

But New Zealand mostly exports raw logs and two of its biggest markets, India and China, insist they be treated with 
methyl bromide. 

(Ch ina also accepts logs fumigated with phosphine, which has helped exporters reduce methyl bromide use. ) 

In 2010, the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) mandated that methyl bromide be recaptured and destroyed for 
all fumigations in New Zealand by October, 2020. 

Reference to harbour pollution - report #2 

Pollution of Tauranga Harbou r 

Dear Sir 

I have lived in Tauranga for over 60 years and worked for a stevedoring company at the port for 12 years up to 2008. I 
still have contact with past work colleagues and nothing in the processes mentioned below have changed. I wish to 
remain anonymous at this stage as I have family in employment at the port. 

The Port of Tauranga handles tens of thousands of tonnes of bulk fertiliser imports and their system for handling this 
at the waterside gives reason for concern , resulting in pollution of the Tauranga Harbour. 

The ships are unloaded by mechanical grab with use of ships cranes into shore-based hoppers. Grabs and Hoppers 
spill a certain amount of these chemicals from either overfill or through joints of the clamshell grabs as it swings out 
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over the apron of the wharf to the hoppers. From the hoppers the chemicals are loaded into trucks. Berths used for 
bulk discharge are mostly 6,7+8 berth . 

The spillage from this whole operation is substantial and when the wind is strong, the problem is multiplied. The 
attempts to manage the spillages by the stevedoring and marshalling companies , and ultimately the Port of Tauranga 
needs major improvements. 

While a ship is discharging this cargo , the stevedores attempt to sweep up spills using a small industrial sweeper 
vacuum. This machine picks up the soft loose material, but leaves material that is compacted by trucks which 
becomes ingrained into the concrete surface of the wharf apron. Material is also carried away from shipside by wind , 
tyres and spillage from trucks. 

When unloading is complete and the ship has departed , the port company then sweeps the apron using a large tractor 
mounted rotating broom. This sweeps from landside of the apron out to the waterside, where it ends up against 
kerbing barrier. The port company then uses a large water tanker fitted with a side-mounted water cannon and 
proceeds to wash what the sweeper has left straight into the harbour. I have witnessed this part of the operation many 
times. Over the course of a year, this would amount to tonnes of pollutants being washed into the harbour. 

Approximately 4 years ago the port company sheet piled the entire length of the port to allow the 

berthage to be deepened, this allowed the dredges used to deepen to get in close. The smell from this operation was 
sulphurous. The dredges then dispose of the dredging in the ocean about two-three miles east of the Tauranga 
entrance. 

We have always had the odd year where there has been a small amount of sea lettuce in the harbour, but over the 
last 10-15 years , it has steadily got worse. Now we also have it covering our normally pristine ocean beaches in the 
summer the last 2 or 3 years. This has never occurred before in my lifetime. 

I blame this on the highly contaminated dredging that is being dumped in the spoil ground 2-3 kilometres off the 
beaches since the sheet piling was done and coincides with the huge tonnages of chemicals that are received over 
the port now. 

These chemicals contain phosphate, sulphate, nitrates, phosphorous, potassium, magnesium, ammonium, boron, 
grains, palm kernel , coal etc. 

Environment BOP have staff policing pollution all over the Bay, recently taking farmers to court and fining them tens of 
thousands of dollars for breaching the Resource Management Act. They are either not doing their job as far as the 
Port is concerned or ignoring the practices going on there. Keeping in mind, they are the major shareholder. 

I have not taken this matter to Environment BOP, as I am sure the matter would not be dealt with properly. I am 
hoping that by bringing this information to several people, organisations and departments such a yours will serve the 
purpose that it is intended for. 

Stopping the pollution in our harbour and our beaches and making the port company responsible for this, accountable. 

I am hoping to get some photographic evidence of the operation, but in the interim, the port company surveillance 
footage on their own security cameras should still be in the system. If they were looked at by the appropriate authority 
soon after a ship (bulk carrier) has departed it would provide valid evidence. 

In a recent article in BOP Times Sept. 18th, Environment BOP scientist Stephen Park states that El Nino weather 
patterns bring persistent westerly winds, which drive coastal waters offshore. These then mix with deep ocean 
nutrient-rich water, which then enters the harbour. Rubbish!! We have had no persistent westerly winds for 2-3 years 
and if that were the case why is not every harbour and estuary on the east coast having this problem. 

I recommend a thorough investigation into the Ports environmental management practices and the testing of the levels 
chemical pollutants in the portside water and sea floor. Also testing of the spoil ground and surrounding sea floor. 

This information has also been sent to Mike Thompson at Ministry For Environment, The Cawthron Institute who are 
currently doing a scientific study of the harbour, Ellen Irvine at BOP Times and various people involved in 
organisations involved in the protection of our harbour. 

Name Withheld , Tauranga 
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I strongly oppose Councils proposed 
ban of horses at Tuapiro point. 

I do not believe the bylaw review should have been proceeded with 

in the first place as no evidence that horses are causing· significant 

damage to the beach was provided. 

However, as I will explain, I do think that this process has raised 

issues that can be resolved by working together. 

We all want the same thing ... to ensure that we can all continue to 

enjoy Tuapiro beach regardless of our passion and culture; secure 

that we can do this on an ongoing basis going into the future. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 

Why is council proposing to 
ban horses from Tuapiro? 

Council are claiming riders are causing significant damage 
to the beach by: 

• going outside of permitted areas 

• leaving horse waste behind 

• riding over kaimoana beds 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coasta l Areas 
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Have we been breaking the rules? 
Yes we have been unintentionally going outside of permitted areas. 

• Unclear signage, and a misunderstanding of the rules around riding 

on coastal areas has lead to this - riders have incorrectly assumed 

they can ride anywhere below the high tide mark. 

Yes we have been leaving waste behind. 

• Again, a simple misunderstanding of the rules. Riders believed they 
had to pick up their horse manure from around the floats; but that 
any deposited on the beach was ok as there is never large amounts, 
it is not a health risk, and it gets washed out to sea. 

Hapu and council have monitored us for over two years breaking the rules. In this 

time not a single person approached us to advise us of our mistakes. Why was this? 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to Coastal Areas 

Other concerns ... 
It is claimed horses are causing damage to kaimoana beds where the local marae 

collect their food source from. 

• These claims have been extremely confusing for riders and others in the 

community who spend time at Tuapiro . 

• We have asked several hundred people, some who have been frequenting 

Tuapiro beach for decades, and not a single person has ever seen anyone 

collecting shellfish near or around the point, including areas horses do not go to. 

• One or two people are very occasionally observed standing way out towards 

Bowentown and along the channel that runs beside Matakana Island - you can't 

see what they are doing as they are too far away; they could be fishing from the 

channel or collecting shellfish. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coasta l Areas 
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Other concerns ... 
• One person whose house faces directly out over the flats on the West side where 

you would expect shellfish and snails to be collected, has never seen anyone doing 

this in the 17 or more years they have lived at Tuapiro, even in the areas horses do 

not go near. 

• There are titiko (mud snail) in areas around the mud flats on the West side of the 

point opposite the toilets by the mangroves. They do not appear to be affected by 

the horses; we found the same quantity/size where horses go and don't go. Their 

habitat is not the sandy areas; most of the area we ride over is an unsuitable 

habitat for the mud snail as it is too sandy. 

• There are cockles in areas; I had to dig around 20cm down to find them - they are 

both in the path of where horses ride, and out towards Matakana where we do 

not ride - average size and quantity appear to be the same in both places - they 

do not appear to be affected by the horses. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLEN T Y 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 

Other concerns ... 
• Of the other shellfish such as pipi and horse muscles I can't comment as I saw no 

signs of them when I carried out my two research based visits to the beach. 

• Seagrass; from my uneducated eye there appears to no significant damage to the 

seagrass in areas where horses frequently ride; it covers a significant area - I know 

as my horse finds it scary to ride over so I do my best to avoid it. 

• Bird life; Riders do not (or should not) be riding anywhere near where birds nest -

the forest area is well known as a an area not permitted to ride in . Yes some ignore 

this rule through ignorance or selfishness, but most riders respect this rule . 

• Crabs; A photo as evidence against us was produced showing a crab dead within a 

hoof print. I know crabs well. I have spent many many hours as a little girl trying to 

catch them. As soon as they feel vibrations they quickly disappear under the sand. 

As I walked around Tuapiro during my research based visits I came nowhere near 

to stepping on a crab. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 
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Other concerns ... 
Horses defecating on the kaimoana beds where the local marae collect their food 

source from. 

• Again this is very confusing to riders; the harbour contains swan feces, human 

sewerage from septic tanks, discharge from boats and swimmers peeing in the 

water, and the shell fish and sea life also produce bodily waste - what is the 

difference between all these and horse manure in terms of cultural offence? 

• If food is collected from the area; the very occasional horse dropping deposited 

on the beach is the least of the worries when it comes to human health. 

Horses affect the fish 

• This is yet another confusing issue for riders; you will often see 'a person' 

fishing around the point in the channel, or maybe a couple with their kids 

with one rod out - the ethnicity of those that fish there varies. 

• I have never seen anyone with nets in all the time I have been riding there . 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 

Other concerns ... 
Number of horses on the beach 

• It is simply not true that there are up to 35 horses on the beach daily. 

• I have regularly ridden down there for over seven years and 95% of the time I'm the 
only one there; and often I'm the only human there. Very often the beach is totally 
deserted, or mostly deserted with just the odd person wandering or walking their dog. 

• Every now and again on a really nice day in the weekend, very occasionally you might 
find throughout the day a few more horses. And twice that I know of individual riders 
have organised a ride with friends that 'grew' to quite a few horses (approx 8). We 
know not to do this now. 

• There are clubs that infrequently have rides at the beach when it's too wet to ride 
elsewhere. 

• There is Seaview Ranch Christian camp, a NOT FOR PROFIT organisation who hold five 
rides a year. It would be a heartless person who felt it was ok to stop this group; the 
huge good they do for kids, including helping disadvantaged children is incredible. 

• There are a lot of people who take their horses to this beach; but due to time 
constraints, many only do so once or twice a month, some not even that often. 

@) Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 
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Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 
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Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF P LENTY 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

' --- -

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coast al Areas 
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Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 
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Are horses causing significant 
damage to Tuapiro Point? 

We don't believe so. 

Since the outset of this process the following question has been 
asked many times by many people: 

'where is the report containing independent scientific evidence 
showing horses are causing significant damage to Tuapiro point?' 

To date no one has been provided with such a document. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 

Submission from Bay of Plenty 
Regional council 
The Bay of Plenty Reginal council have made a submission stating: 

POINT 01 : Horses are having an impact on saltmarsh habitat in the area by riders 

guiding horses through the saltmarsh to avoid a large soft area of the estuary churned 

up by regular horse movements at the access point on the western side of the spit. 

I have asked for a copy of the report showing the research carried out confirming 
horses are having an impact in this area, including following up, and have not had a 
response. 

POINT 02: This has continued despite signage asking riders to remain on the designated 

path. 

This occurred as a misunderstanding as per my earlier comment. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 
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Submission from Bay of Plenty 
Regional council 
POINT 03: The saltmarsh is part of a 'category A' biodiversity area. 

It is my understanding Tuapiro Point is Category B biodiversity area (see copy of 
relevant page from the proposed Bay of Plenty Regional Coastal Environment Plan 
included with copy of my power point presentation). 

POINT 04: It should be noted that the Regional Council has expended a great deal of 
time, advocacy, and money via fencing grants to exclude stock from the Tauranga 
harbour and waterways. The principle of horses in the harbour is not too dissimilar 
to that of stock. 

I would disagree with this statement. Research needs to be carried out before 
making such assumptions. I also believe that the wellbeing and recreational needs 
of the community as whole need to be balanced with environmental needs and 
horses clearly play a huge part in the lives of many within the community. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to Coastal Areas 

Horses in the community 

This issue has made it very clear that council and councillors are very much 
out of touch with this important group within the community. 

• Horses contribute hugely to the local economy, and to the health and 
wellbeing of the community as a whole. 

• Council is required to provide appropriate recreational resources for ALL 
the community. Support and responsibility to the equestrian community 
is sadly lacking. I believe something like $450,000 per annum has been 
allocated to cyclists and pedestrians; and $0 to equestrians! 

• By banning horses from Tuapiro you will be taking away a highly valued 
and important recreational resource from the equestrian community and 
leaving them with no appropriate alternative. 

• For many equestrians Tuapiro is the only option available that enables 
them to SAFELY carry out their chosen recreational activity. I am one of 
those. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to Coastal Areas 
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What next? 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 

Improving the health of our harbour 
I believe the focus needs to be on the bigger issues affecting the health 

of our harbour. 

Picking on a single user group in the community who are clearly not the 

main contributors will lead to feelings of resentment; and will create 

divisions within the community which will result in apathy towards 

environmental issues. 

To save our harbour ALL members of the community need to be involved 

and willing to contribute. This will only happen if ALL members within 

the community feel a part of the process. 

Ways need to be looked to bring the community together to work on 

saving our harbour as a collective ... if this does not happen it's never 

going to be successful. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to Coastal Areas 
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Cultural significance of Tuapiro Point 

It is not fair to expect the wider community to understand and have respect 

for the cultural significance of the area to Maori if no information is provided 

explaining the reasons why this area is so important. 

Somehow the cultural significance of Tuapiro Point to Maori needs to be 

conveyed to enable the community to develop a greater understanding of 

the importance of this area. There is no signage or information at Tuapiro 

Point telling the 'story' of Tuapiro point, or advising where the particularly 

sensitive areas are, or why they are so sensitive. 

And whilst this comment may not be popular to some; many members of the 

community who are not Maori also feel a strong sense of cultural and 

spiritual connection to Tuapiro point. This I believe should be respected too. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF P LENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to coastal Areas 

Management of horses on the beach 
There is some good to come from this bylaw review. It is clear that what is in place at the 
moment is not working. I believe the solutions are simple: 

Require all those who wish to bring horses to the beach to apply for a permit. At the time 
the permit is issued an information pack is provided clearly showing the permitted areas 
and explaining the rules. 

Improve the signage. The signage needs to be clearer, and there needs to be more signage. 

Be fair and reasonable as to the permitted areas. There are several hundred km's of 
coastline; we are only asking for a very tiny space. 

Require riders to pick up their horse manure where it is safe and reasonable to do so. 
Allow riders time to go back and pick up the manure. 
I would personally like to see a more reasonable approach to this; perhaps only having to 
pick up if above the high tide mark, and during weekends. Horse manure does not cause a 
health issue, there is not generally very much around and it's extremely challenging (and at 
times unsafe) to 'manage' in terms of the logistics of picking up and carrying. 

Establish ways to monitor and police this to ensure this is done fairly and independently. 

Be reasonable about this; there are always going to be a minority who will flout the rules. 
Riders will do their best to police this themselves but some people you just can't tell. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to coastal Areas 
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Is Tuapiro Point an appropriate place 
to be restricting community activites and 
creating a protected ecological reserve? 
I don't believe so. 

Each community deserves a place where they can go and have some fun; riding, fishing, kite 
boarding, windsurfing, walking dogs, family bbq's on the beach ... 

Whilst I acknowledge the environmental aspects of our coastal areas are important; I also 
believe the physical and social health and wellbeing of the community is just as important. I 
believe that some coastal areas need to be set aside for the community as a whole to enjoy. 

Tuapiro is the perfect location for this due to its excellent accessibility for all activities. It is a 
small area but accommodates a wide range of activities very well. .. particularly due to the 
excellent parking and different access points. Users don't 'trip over each other'. 

I believe more appropriate places should be found where the focus is on more highly 
protected reserve areas - places where recreational activities are managed more strictly but 
don't affect a large number of existing users of the area as is the case with Tuapiro. 

@ Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving community Access to Coastal Areas 
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The way forwa rd 
Many feel that this bylaw review should be revoked as the reasons for the review have 
not be substantiated with independent evidence. 

The riding community were also not given the opportunity to be involved in a pre
engagement process regarding this issue to seek their views which I believe was wrong. 

However it is clear that some things are not working and discussion is required with 
council and other affected parties to work through these issues. 

I strongly oppose the ban of horses in this location. It is not fair nor equitable. 

The discussions and solutions need to be something that as many riders as possible are 
involved in . 

The riding community is made up of many individuals. We are not a club, or an iwi or 
hapu . We all have different views and understandings of the situation . 

Through social media we now have a way of involving many of those who enjoy the 
beach in the decision making. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 

The decision making process 
I request that when council goes through the decision making process on Tuapiro 
that the process be transparent, out in the open and debated for the public to see. 

Recreational 
Horse Riders 
BAY OF PLENTY 

I 

Beaches for Everyone Preserving Community Access to coastal Areas 
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Hi I am Amy Gough and I am here to represent Seaview Ranch Christian camp. I am 
part of the Savill family who have been running camps in this area for around 45 
years. We are a non profit organization, we make no money off what we do and it is a 
Christian outreach. Many of the kids we work with are from rough backgrounds and 
we are able to give them opportunities and experiences that they may never of had the 
chance to get. One of those is being able to ride a horse on the beach. The experience 
that those kids get to have on that beach is one that cant be replaced or replicated with 
something else. Its not just fun they are having but they are learning life skills also. 

I reached out to the people that have been a part of camp and I asked them what it was 
they loved about going down to the beach with us, heres are few of there comments: 

Courtney Duncan Riding on the beach has always been a bucket list experience for me and 
without doing it at camp I probably wouldn 't have had the chance. 

It's also the highlight of camp is beach day, it's the day we all talk about and look forward to 
because when else do you get to go swimming with a horse? 

Joeline McMillan The horse trip to the beach, is a memory from my childhood I will have 
forever, it is the best day of camp. I remember every detail of the trip. Even 20 years ago 
when I participated the Savills Health and Safety was obvious even before it was a 'thing'. 
The road crossings are well prepared and safe. The public love seeing us and the interactions 
is all part of the fun for everyone. It would be a great loss if this was not able to be continued. 

Angela Morley Confidence building, challenging. Great opportunity for youth (and adults) to 
experience risk and challenge in a supported, monitored environment. Riders learn self 
control and the ability to react quickly to their environment and work as a team with their 
horse. The beach provides a scenic, fun environment for skills practice while teaching youth 
to value nature 

Rachael Anderson My family I kids have been doing camp for fourteen years and the beach 
ride with riding the horses into the water is a wonderful experience. It would be awful to have 
it taken from future generations. 

For us if this was taken away would be devastating we don't have another option as 
we can not transport a large number of horses like this to another beach. We use the 
beach 6 times max a year and have always done our best to look after it and respect it 
to the best of our knowledge. 
Thank you 

Tabled Document 
Meeting No. PP14 

Date: 6 August 2018 
Submission No.: 162 

Name: Amy Gough 
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sarah rice 841ochhead road te puna sarah@acrepc.co.nz 027 5525744 

Tabled Document 
Meeting No: PP14 

Date: 6 August 2018 
Submission No.: 372 

Name: Sarah Rice 

My name is Sarah Rice. I live in Te Puna and am head coach at Te Puna Pony Club. I have ridden horses 

all of my life and moved toTe Puna 14 years ago finding that it was a dream location offering a rural feel 

and sense of community whilst being so close to town. 

I was made welcome by the community and shown the ways of the inner harbour. People who had lived 

in Te Puna for generations, both Maori and Pakeha shared with me how to ride the beach respectfully, 

where to collect shellfish, and where best to catch a feed. As part of this community respect I have 

ensured that a watercress drain on my property remains healthy and provides food for many local 

families. Te Puna residents often bring me smoked fish or home grown veggies in return. 

I am upset at the pollution in our harbour that has prevented me and others from having any confidence 

that a traditional area of kai moana is fit for human consumption. I am also upset and feel endangered 

by the removal of safe off road areas to ride . 

I do not support the changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following reasons: I 

believe that it is wrong to ban horses from Tuapiro beach or indeed most other beaches and reserves in 

Western Bay of Plenty. 

Horse riders have fewer and fewer places to ride and need more, not less, local safe riding tracks. I go 

horse riding with my family and dont feel that I am keeping them safe when riding on the roads 

anymore. Beaches are a safe space to ride on for all ages and levels of rider. My daughter, now 12 has 

been riding for 3 years, my husband took up riding last year, aged 50. I have been riding as long as I can 

remember. In addition I often take other peoples children out riding and struggle for options of where to 

ride . 

The reason for this reduction in riding spaces is complex. 

The urbanisation and growth of our region means that more owners are based in suburbs and pay to 

share grazing on small blocks. Many lifestyle blocks in Tauranga surrounds are only a couple of hectares 

or so so don't offer any options other than a space to ride round and round in circles. (Note that even 

top Dressage riders whose job it is to ride round in circles still like to take their horses out hacking 3 or 4 

days a week as going in circles even drives the horses crazy if they are doing just that 7 days a week.) 
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Access to farms has reduced as farmers worry about health and safety obligations and more recently, 

protecting their land from the threat of Mycoplasma Bevis. Totally understandable but that's one less 

place to ride. 

The roads have become more congested and less suitable for horse riders to enjoy their sport safely. In 

2004 I could ride in a large loop up Te Puna road, along Armstrong road, down Snodgrass road, down 

Pitau Road, along the beach to Tangitu road and home to Lochhead Road. Improvements were made to 

widen Te Puna Road, including a much needed pavement for pedestrians. This unfortunately made the 

route pretty dangerous for horse riding. The pavement is too narrow and high in places to safely 

negotiate on a horse when taking into account the safety of pedestrians and the widened road means 

that drivers drive too fast even though speed limits have been reduced. 

Sadly the lack of safe public areas for riding will push more people to ride horses on the roads and the 

risk to life is massive. I fell off my horse on the road late last year and suffered a concussion. I was 

knocked out for a short period and was lucky that my husband was with me to catch my horse whilst I 

came round. 

If I had been riding alone then my horse would probably have bolted for home and no one wants a loose 

horse on a public road. 

Intolerance of shared use has grown. In 2012 the bylaw required that we should no longer ride on Te 

Puna beach. (This beach is little used now and has an obscene amount of plastic rubbish and beer 

bottles at the edge of the water between Pitau and Tangitu Road. At no point were local riding group, Te 

Puna Pony Club made aware that there were plans afoot to ban riders from their local beach. As an 

affected local group there was surprise and disappointment within Te Puna Pony Club that they had had 

absolutely no knowledge of the proposed bylaw or opportunity to make submissions or be part of the 

process. It 452 was felt by many that this was a bylaw by stealth. lm pleased that in the case of Tuapiro 

beach, the public has been better informed. 

Cycle ways and pedestrian routes continue to be expanded across the region but horse riders are 

excluded from these tracks that in many cases would be suitable for shared use. 

Privately owned Club land is currently unridable The Te Puna Pony club was also a local place to ride 

that since flooding in January has been inaccessible. Although plans are afoot to restore the land for 

riders, we have waited 6 months for council consent to re-establish a floodgate that council removed 

after the flood occurred. On the bright side, the Tauranga Omokoroa cycle way needs access to PC land 

in order to be completed and we are looking forward to the section between Teihana Road and 

Lochhead road being a bridleway in addition to a walk and cycleway. This has been negotiated as pa rt of 

the access agreement and we hope that it becomes an example of how many users can share a facility. 

A horse owner generally rides their horse 4 +times a week if they are to keep it reasonably fit. Reality: It 

is not practical to float your horse 45 minutes each way on a daily basis just to be able to exercise it. 

Great at weekends. Trips to Teet Park, trips to Tuapiro. That's it. There is nowhere else within an hours 

drive that I can ride safely. 
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Why we live here We choose to live in Western Bay of Plenty because of its amazing and varied natural 

environment. The harbour has been a passion and part of my life since I moved here. I have fished for 

snapper, kahwai and king fish, collected shellfish, floundered, walked my dog, ridden my horse, 

picniced,swum, taught my daughter to swim and even remember taking part in Te Puna Horse Sports 

events (in more tolerant times,) within this harbour. 

Harbour Health. Its important to me and I am incredibly concerned for its deteriorating health . Harbour 

Health and horse poo. I object to the idea that horse poo is toxic or that it has any significant effect on 

harbour health. There is no e-coli in horse poo or Campylobacter. Horse manure has been used on 

vegetable beds for thousands of years as it is such a low risk to human health. I also think that the 

quantity of horse poo would be better managed by opening up more beaches rather than sending 

everyone to one beach. I don't mind picking up poo, I think there should be reasonable rules in place 

around that. I dislike the idea of taking an organic product that breaks down easily and quickly and 

putting in a plastic bag and then putting the bag in a bin though. That cannot be the answer. I don't 

believe horse owners are treated fairly in comparison to dog owners either. Your response to the small 

minority of dog owners who leave their dog poo (Which really is toxic and contains bacteria that can 

blind and kill children) would not be to simply ban all dogs from the beach. If horses are to be banned 

from the beach for their poo, before the 1000+ swans and Canada Geese are dealt to or the run off dealt 

with then that would be a poor poor show. 

Under council supervision, many mangroves were removed from the harbours edge some years ago. lm 

aware that council still test the waters in those area but unsure what impact the removal of those 

mangroves has had on run off. Solve runoff, pollution from the port, the swans, the geese and other 

pollution sources and then see how big an impact the occasional horse poo actually makes. 

Trampling Kai Moana. Sadly, some horse riders are ignorant of where the beds are. I also acknowledge 

that we don't necessarily want them all published as they may well get pillaged . Clearly understood 

tracks of where to ride would prevent riders from damaging specific areas. As I understand it, the major 

damage to seagrass are swans and geese. Horse hooves have a negligible effect on the beds but it would 

still be polite to stay off them in an ideal world. 

Using our spaces the kiwi way. The kiwi way is indelibly linked with the beach. Having established that 

horses actually have minimal impact on the health of the beach they should be allowed to use them all. 

It is wrong just to keep banning select groups of the community from the beach. We all want to use the 

space and there is enough of it for everyone to share along our stunning coastline and the inner 

harbour. 

Lloyds bank in London recently filmed 40 black horses galloping along a Dunedin beach for an advert. 

Why? Because horses galloping along a beach is an iconic, beautiful, awe inspiring thing. Its a dream of 

many riders worldwide to be able to ride along a beach and for us, here in New Zealand its right up 

there with the best things to do. Developing the next generation of Top kiwi Equestrians. Kiwis lead the 

world in a number of equestrian sports especially 3 day eventing. Kiwi riders are renowned for their 

brave and skillful x country riding which comes from learning to ride in the large open spaces that have 

traditionally been open to us. 
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As head coach at Te Puna Pony Club I endeavour to teach kids the skills they need to be the next Janelle 

Price, Andrew Nicholson or Mark Todd. I can only do this if we have access to large open spaces. The flat 

10 acres of our local club will not suffice. 

I would like to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018: I would like 

to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018: 

All Beaches and reserves opened up to horse riders all over the Western Bay with the exception of 

where there is a concern for public safety. This would disperse the riders and minimise the impact. Any 

beach outside of the city could sustain a few horses a day. 

One of the comments I read was that no one realised how many riders would go to Tuapiro after the 

2012 bylaw. Reality. All other options were removed so everyone went to the one place left. Include Te 

Puna beach and parts of Omokoroa beaches once again. 

It makes sense to continue the riding route that is being created as part of the cycleway from Teihana to 

Lochhead Road so that horse riders can do a loop along Iochhead to Pitau Road then onto the beach and 

back to the track. Allow for shared routes on cycleways and walkways. We all used to share well 

together but the specialisation of routes and tracks has caused ignorance and intolerance between the 

different interest groups. 

2. A permitting system be introduced for large groups. (Over 20 horses) Groups such as Pony club, Adult 

riding groups etc can apply for a permit to ride on a greatly increased selection of beaches. With this 

permit, comes written rules and routes that must be adhered to. 

3. Consider a permitting system for individuals. WBOP and Tauranga residents should be allowed to get 

a permit to ride on all beaches. Permits should come with full instructions, rules and regulations so that 

all horse riders are educated and have no excuses for bad behaviour. People from other regions such as 

Waikato should be able to apply for a day pass. 

4. Clear instructions be added to existing visitor signs. Signage and easily accessible information on 

WBOPDC Website dictating route, rules and parking instructions be clearly displayed at the entrance to 

our beaches and reserves. 

5. Trial introducing Horse Poo bins at appropriate places. Bins should come with instructions for 

members of the public telling them that it can be taken for use as garden fertiliser and for adding to 

home compost bins. (Horse owners frequently sell horse poo in bags at their gate for this purpose) 

There will need to be VERY clear instructions to dog owners that dog poo must not be disposed of in 

these bins as dog poo would make them a health hazard. There is risk of plastic contamination too as 

people dump poo that has been bagged but I think a trial at a few sites that are also accessible to people 

who want to collect and use as an organic fertiliser would be worthwhile 
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Pc 
Sarah Rice 84 Lochhead Road RD6 Tauranga otponyclub@gmail.com 027 5525744 

We do not support the changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following 

reasons: 

As a branch, we have very limited places to ride. We own approximately 10 acres of grounds in Te Puna 

but these have been unridable since flooding in January. Work is underway to restore the grounds but 

issues with regional council have delayed our re-entrance massively so it is unlikely we will be back there 

this year. Pony Clubs exist to support, develop and educate young riders. As part of the curriculum we 

cover riding on the roads and riding in large open spaces. We have increasingly limited places to practice 

and demonstrate these skills. The ban on riding on Te Puna beach was actioned without anyone at Te 

Puna Pony Club being consulted or even being aware that there was a proposal to do so. This would 

have been an ideal beach for riding horses on and for educating young riders about how to use shared 

spaces respectfully, especially as with the soon to be completed stretch of walkway /cycleway from 

Teihana Road to Lochhead road being also designated as bridleway we would have been able to take 

groups along the bridleway, practice our road safety on Lochhead Road and Pitau Road, hack along the 

edge of the beach to Tangitu Road and return to Pony club along the bridleway. 

We are currently able to ride at the equestrian area in McLarens Falls Park and have regular working 

bees there to maintain the areas we ride in. This Park is closed during lambing season so is not available 

to us all year but is a wonderful facility. Note that when we hold a rally there we generally only get 

about 50% participation as people want to ride more locally rather than take a long drive in order to 

attend a rally. 

We do not currently ride at Teet Park as a branch due to health and safety restrictions. I love to ride 

there personally but am unwilling to take our members there as the lack of mobile phone signal is a 

huge health and safety issue for us as a branch. The distance would also be an issue for some of our 

members too. If we take groups out on treks then we would need 1 riding adult to a maximum of 5 kids 

and ponies, (less if they are novice riders) If a rider were to fall and injure themselves up there then 

there would be significant delay in getting them medical attention due to the lack of communications. 

Our hazard identification process currently rules out Teet PArk as a safe place to ride as a branch. We 

have to produce hazard registers for everywhere we ride and currently have identified the hazards for 

our own grounds, the racecourse, mcLarens Falls Park and Tuapiro Beach. Interestingly enough, the 

Hazard register for Tuapiro shows it to be the safest place to ride, safer even than our own grounds as 

escape plans for there include having to cross a railway and busy road. 

I would like to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018: We would like 

to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018: We would like to see use at 

Tuapiro Beach remain as it is currently. We would like to work with council and iwi to open up a route 

where riders can safely ride from Teihana Road, up the new bridleway, safely along Lochhead Road, 

down Pitau Road, along an agreed track on the beach which creates a loop back to the bridleway. (There 

are currently verges along Lochhead Road that I am concerned will be developed and reallocated to 

cyclists only.) We would like to see council look at ALL the beaches, reserves and tracks and assess 

where horses could be offered shared use. There are good examples of signs and systems that educate 
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riders and cyclists how best to behave and show respect to each other and I am happy to share ideas on 

how best to achieve this. 

CDGAVVA-

Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 Donna Kerkmeester 138 armstrong Rd RD4 Te Puna tauranga 

jandonna@xtra.co,nz 275525609 Do you want to speak to your submission? Yes I Support/Do Not 

Support the changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following reasons : I do NOT 

support the changes due to the following: Road riding is no longer safe due to lack of respect from 

cars/trucks etc using the roads. My daughter's have had a potato gun fired at them while riding which 

resulted in the horse bucking my daughter off, cars passing to close to horses and at speed, cars tooting 

and people yahooing out windows which resulted in spooked unsettled horses on the road. Dangeous to 

other road users. At Tuapiro my 8 year old granddaughter can safely ride her pony in a calm and safe 

enviroment, as she is still learning I am not interested in her ridng on the roads nor is she up to riding at 

the likes of TECT park yet. Teet park is also an 80 km round trip for us so not something we can do every 

day. Salt water is also very good for the horses to walk through, not only does it cool and help repair it 

helps the rider as well, very calming and enjoyable, relaxing, helps to get away from th day to day stress 

of life in general. 

I would like to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018: Horses and 

riders given access to beaches. 

Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 Rochelle Kerkmeester 138 Armstrong rd, Rd4, Te Puna, 

Tauranga Chells-k@hotmail.com 275684999 Do you want to speak to your submission? Yes I Support/Do 

Not Support the changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following reasons: 

Fewer safe places to ride with young riders Not many facilities that have flat spaces and water available 

for fun and safe riding. The beach is a fantastic place for strengthening/ conditioning and repairing 

muscle damage to horses. We have personally experienced idiots on the road who have no idea how to 

act around horses. To the point where they are dangerous ie being shot at with potato guns and being 

honked at by passing cars. I would like to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves and Facilities 

Bylaw 2018: That beaches are available for horses and riders. 

~~-
Anita Shirley Gray 46G Johnson Road RD2 Whakatane anita.gray@yahoo.com '+64211729439 Do you 

want to speak to your submission? Yes I Support/Do Not Support the changes to the Draft Reserves and 

Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following reasons : I DO NOT Support the changes to the Draft Reserves and 

Facilities Bylaw 2018 for the following reasons: Since emigrating to NZ from the UK in 2005 I have been 

lucky enough to be able to ride my horse at Tuapiro Point with my husband, sons and now 

grandchildren. It is one of a very few safe places that we are allowed to ride . I have been shocked since 

moving here at the total lack of consideration for horse riders in providing safe places for us to ride and 

enjoy our sport. For years NZ has been leading the world in the sport of Eventing, but I can see that as 

there will soon be nowhere for young people to go out and learn to ride a horse other than in the 

confines of a small sand arena at home, or on the family farm, therefore not gaining the experience they 

need to go out and compete. If we are banned from this beach it would mean that many of us would 
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have no choice but to ride on the roads, which is dangerous and something we would rather not do. The 

beach is a safe place for all riders to gain confidence and learn new skills- also it does not cost anything 

to Council in providing this facility, unlike providing numerous sportsgrounds around the region for 

other sports. Submission No 182 For Office Use Only Date stamp 367 I don't have the exact figures but 

there are hundreds of horse riding families throughout the Bay of Plenty/Waikato that take part in all 

equestrian sports (disciplines) and are all providing to the economy, yet we have fewer and fewer places 

to train our horses or ride with our families. There are also a great number of Pony Clubs which 

encourage young riders in the region but they are rapidly running out of places to ride in safe 

environment such as Tuapiro. The Council has provided us with TECT park, which is a great facility but 

the clay tracks get very slippery in the wet weather and this means the majority of us only go there in 

the summer months. It is also an hour's drive out of the northern side of Tauranga so not something you 

would wish to do more than once every few months as that means with allowing for 2 hours driving, 1 

hour horse prep and finishing and say a minimum of 2 hours to ride, you have to set aside at least a 

good half day to go there. The new property between Thompsons Track and Lund Road is excellent but 

very steep and has holes and other obstacles that make it really (at the moment) only a place for very 

experienced riders/not a place you would take a learner rider or child on the lead rein . Plus there is very 

inadequate car/float parking, although I understand this is being addressed. In my 13 years of living here 

I have been very lucky to have had the permission of neighbouring land owners to ride on their farms, 

but since the new Health and Safety rules came into force a few years ago, this has been rapidly 

diminishing as land owners are too scared to allow horse riders to ride on their farms like they used to. 

This has resulted in us having nowhere local to ride, other than up and down the road or put the horses 

in the float and transport them somewhere else, adding to traffic congestion/pollution/wasted time. For 

a lot of us who work work full time we have a very limited time in which to ride and unfortunately are 

not lucky like the cyclists to have a multitude of cycleways in close proximity to choose from. I would be 

prepared to work with Council/iwi/cycle groups/etc., to try and formulate some form of sharing the 

spaces that we have available for walking/cycling. For e.g. in the South Island there are new 

cycle/walking tracks that have also incorporated horse riders and these are working well. Why cant we 

adopt a similar plan in the Bay of Plenty? I would like to see the following changes to the Draft Reserves 

and Facilities Bylaw 2018: If horse riding is permitted to continue at Tuapiro I would like to see much 

better signage at the locality with clear instructions as to where horses are allowed to go. There is 

definite confusion in the current situation which has led to riders inadvertently upsetting people who 

are more familiar with the rules. There has been a lot of publicity surrounding horse dung which I cannot 

understand as it is a totally natural product which breaks down organically- I would be keen to find out 

the research that 368 disproves this. I understand studies have been carried out which show that there 

is much more harm done from Swan/Geese faeces in the harbour. If it was of such a concern I would be 

more than happy to pick up horse poo on the beach, as I always do around the parking areas anyway. I 

would love to see more facilities being provided for horse riders in the region, such as shared cycleways, 

rail trails etc.,- we need to preserve and encourage this facility and provide safe access to all our up and 

coming riders to ensure we maintain our leading position on the world stage 
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I do not believe that horses are having a negative impact on the beach or on the kaimoana. 

When I asked for evidence at the Katikati Memorial hall consultation, I was told that it had 

nothing to do with evidence. I find that difficult to accept. I have often been to the pipi 

beds by boat, and I know that huge volumes of water rush past every day from the whole 

harbour, and I find it incredible that a few horses on the beach can be perceived to have 

such a huge impact on what is happening there. 

I believe that we have fabulous people in the community that are using Tuapiro Point 

responsibly and that it is an important community space for all, including horse riders and 

their horses. 

I think that it is the only facility that council can provide us that is so safe for everyone and 

it costs them very little. It certainly is the only facility like that at the moment. 

We are all rate payers, and we voted the council in, and I firmly believe that the Council 

should be working to provide the best possible outcome for all of its ratepayers. There 

must be a way forward without excluding an important group of the people in your ward. 

The more people that we can get out and about enjoying the outdoors, the better for 

everybodls health. It is also better for the beach if it is well used, as it makes it safer for 

everybody. 

Question 2 

There has been a lot of discussion of late about the signage. I think that it should be made 

clearer. I also believe that horses should be allowed to ride on the beach between where 

we park and where the toilet block is and also in the little bays where we currently ride 

and school horses, but have been recently told that we weren•t meant to be there. I don•t 

know if this is any clearer in the current bylaw. Certainly, the information that I was given 

at the Katikati memorial hall on the 26th May seemed to be very ambiguous in this regard. 

We are not doing any harm in either of these places and it just allows more flexibility for 

everyone to be able to move around each other and continue harmoniously enjoying the 

space. If horses are only allowed on a certain track, then you create conflict between 

walkers and general beach goers and families as you are not allowed to go around each 

other without breaking the law. 
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